
 
Photo Fictions 

Are NOT Facts at 

the “Kokoweef, Inc., 

Official Website” Tour 
- Scroll Down to SEE Why! -



Good Morning Kokoweef Shareholders and / or 
Truthseekers, 

 

             “Truth is what it is - - NOT what you 
imagine it to be or are conned into believing.”   

-  R. E. Lewis 

For example ... 

The TRUTH is that these two photos are 
NOT and never will be part “of Kokoweef ” 
caverns. 

  
NOTE: Time and focused attention will probably reveal 

that photos #1 & #2 are not ‘at Kokoweef ’ as 
well. 



To me, it is a sad fact is that 
these UNresearched and 
falsely identified photos are 
being used to emotionally 
manipulate investors of 
Kokoweef, Inc. into believing 
the “airflow” and “new 
breathing drill holes” ought 
to get us to the likes of 
THESE very caves “of 
Kokoweef.”   More on this at 
the end ...  

Meanwhile, “hang on and grit your teeth” 
while I SHOW YOU some “re-balancing 
levity” to help heal the mix of reality vs. 
legalese hittin’ YOUR Kokoweef fans these 
days.  Our more enlightened readers will 



simply Laugh Out Loud ... at the ‘new’ 
evidence below as simply being more of 
the common, treasure hunters’ “Mental 
Miss-takes.”  

So, what you and I are shown on the 
Official www.kokoweefinc.com website 
by clicking on their top “TOUR” button 
is one flipitty-doo-da photo (#4) “of 
Kokoweef Cavern” hyped by this 
amazing B.S. :  

“The final picture of the cavern.  Notice the depth and 
how vast the cavern is in this view ... Spectacular!” 

The “tour” IS portrayed out as BEING actual 
reported photos “of Kokoweef Cavern.”   

This is a GROSS Miss-perception by a Miss-leading 
presentation which capitalizes 
on FAL$E assumptions.  

 

 

 

 



Just ONE simple email reply, sent back from 
a CAVE EXPERT, states:  

“Picture #4 is upside 
down but shows large 
stalagmites in Carlsbad 
Cavern.”   

In reality, photo #4 CORRECTLY viewed RIGHT 
WAY UP looks like this: 

 



And, YIKES ! , if you click on the links below you 
will SEE that this is NOT an “of Kokoweef cavern” 
place but is, in truth, inconveniently parked inside 
CARLSBAD Caverns! 

Here’s “The Clincher” photo that reveals the 
truth for comparison and an accurate 
conclusion: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Giant_Stalagmites_in_Carlsbad_Big_Room.jpg 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/96093/Carlsbad-
Caverns-National-Park 

Giant Dome and Twin Domes, stalagmites in the Big Room of 
Carlsbad Cavern, one of the caves in Carlsbad Caverns National 
Park, southeastern New Mexico. 

Peter Jones/National Park Service  



www.cardcow.com/9725/giant-dome-and-twin-
domes-carlsbad-caverns-national-park-national-
parks-carlsbad-caverns-national-park/#img_bk 

Giant Dome and Twin Domes 

I easily learned all this by contacting 
Dave Bunnell through his beautiful cave 
website at: 

http://www.goodearthgraphics.com/under_earth/ 

NOTE: Dave's website also got me to wondering, "How 
long will drillers and dyna-miners leave any beautiful 
caves at Kokoweef unscathed in the pursuit of imagined 
gold just 'two more feet' out of sight? 

NEXT after Image #4 had “the B.S. wind 
knocked out of it,” I sent the three 
remaining images (#1, #2 & #3) to more 
people for help in identifying more 
TRUE locations as well.  Soon I received 
a reply from another cave expert, the 
Executive Director of the American 
Cave Conservation Association, 
regarding photo #3.   

 

 



He replied, “The first two photographs were not 
familiar, however, the last one (Photo: #3) is very 
clearly Cottonwood Cave in the Guadalupe 
Mountains of New Mexico.” 

 
 



 
 

www.geocities.com/~caves/ed33c.htm 



Cottonwood Cave is located in the Lincoln National Forest. 
The cave has a large walk-in entrance, and the first thing you 
see is a large display of huge formations 
standing IN THE DAYLIGHT. (Actually, THE SUN lights 
the huge FRONT of Photo #3)  The passage size is very 
large and some of the formations are almost 75 feet tall. 
Toward the rear of the cave you can descend a steep slope 
into the lower section of Cottonwood which is closed in the 
winter months due to bats hibernating. 

It’s location and geology:   

www.caves.org/pub/journal/PDF/V62/v62n2-Polyak-
Guven.pdf 

www.caves.org/pub/journal/PDF/V62/v62n2-Hill.pdf 

Farther in Cottonwood Cave (note similarly 
arched sides) 

www.geocities.com/~caves/ed33c.htm 

Unocal Letter !? 

http://spot.colorado.edu/~jsedr/BookReviews/May%20200
1/Guadalupe%20Caves.PDF 

https://nssbookstore.org/index.php?mode=store&submode
=showitem&itemnumber=04-0006 

Guadalupe Mountains National Park  

www.americansouthwest.net/pdf/guadalupe-mountains-
map.pdf 



- - - 

Truthseeking is 
HARD to do when ... 

The hard parts about finding “too much truth” is 
knowing the pursuit of it is being blocked by 
indifference, arrogance, attempts at Internet-media 
suppression or, by what often works ‘best’ in human 
psychology (and dictatorships) ;  simply IGNORING it 
and not communicating it even though the true 
context of a fact is discovered and revealed in Black-
and-White.  

My continuing off-property researches for 
“B.S. & BeanS” vs “Truth for the Kokoweef 
legend,” shows YOU, here-and-now, there 
is PROOF that two of the photos so wildly 
spun up on the “Official” Kokoweef website 
are, in truth, “Miss-Placed” 
(misrepresentations) from two OTHER 
well-known, cavern locations. 

Like it or not, this revelation is what I have 
found to be a familiar, goal-defeating 
historical theme in the tangled miss-
information mess “about Kokoweef”: i.e. 



just MORE Assumed, UNverified, “Miss-
Spoken” so-called emotionally driven 
FALSE ‘facts.’  Such information is 
supplied due to people NOT RE-searching 
FIRST for valid, verifiable INFORMATION 
to follow.  Even though photos #3 & #4 
below are “emotionally motivating” they are 
easily & quite self-deceiving. 

Being eternally curious and knowing that 
only ACCURATE, objective information 
drives ACCURATE, efficient decision-
making, I basically needed to look for the 
REAL - - not assumed - - TRUTH about 
these four so-called "Spectacular!," 
“Incredible!” and “vast... depth” photos 
being displayed at 
the www.kokoweefinc.com website under 
their “TOUR” button; ALL “reportedly” 
relating to the ‘lost’ Kokoweef Cavern-
Canyon circa “1930.” 

You will soon realize, this is also 
NOT the sort of thing to 



ever be putting into a “full-
disclosure” for SEC 
registration of any future, 
public stock offerings for 
Kokoweef, Inc. or ANY 
other public offering$.  

- - AND, hopefully, it 
begins to show WHY 
regulations ARE 
required for such 
considerations when any 
person is using the money 
of OTHER investing 
citizens in America.    



Once the evidence is plain to see you will then 
have to consider this: 

Question #1 for ALL Kokoweef, Inc. investors - - 
August 2009 

How long will the here-revealed “B.S.” about Photos 
#3 & #4 REMAIN on the “Official" but-poorly-
researched and emotionally-well-promoted website 
for Kokoweef Inc.?  To whit ...  

TRUE FACTS about photos #3 & #4 : 

Each image has the same photo number used by the 
Kokoweef, Inc. website which I refer to as: 

#1  - Underground Canyon? - pending true 
identification - probably at a known, commercial cave 

#2  - Man in Cave at River? - pending true 
identification - possibly in Mammoth Caves 

#3  - Men in HUGE cave? - DISPROVED = NOT at 
Kokoweef 

#4  - Two HUGE cave formations? - DISPROVED = 
NOT at Kokoweef 

Oh well, truth is what it is........ but, first, you must be 
willing to seek & share it for it to find YOU. 

Once I have also PROVED the ‘facts’ about photos #1 
& #2, I’ll let you know where they are located ... 
unless you can find ‘em first.  And I DO encourage 



anyone to DO YOUR OWN INTERNET HOMEWORK 
(or field work) and to “share the truth.”  When 
truthseeking is not being obstructed or costing half a 
fortune, it really can be fun to “bring truth to light.”  So, 
yes, please let me know if you come up with some 
more truth on your own Internet surfin’ RE-searching. 
 It’s always worth sharing AND I appreciate it ! 

- - - 

Meanwhile, as court-tempers flair, true and objective 
insights will suffer (be ignored), along with CORE-
drilling for mineral sulfide facts at Kokoweef Peak. 
 And more TRUE answers YOU need NOW will just 
keep right on “blowin’-in-the wind.” 

Which brings me to the other “exciting” subject 
of “breathing drill holes.”  It is very important 
to realize that the locally spun breathing-drill-
hole “facts” do NOT “prove” ‘EarlDorr’s’ 
legend at Kokoweef - - or anywhere for that 
matter.  Whether you are aware of it or not, 
such airflow occurrences HAVE been widely 
reported by drillers and cave-crawlers around 
the entire PLANET.  And, just like bogus 
photos, ALL those breathing holes will 
NEVER link to the “Earl Dorr legend or 
Kokoweef Peak.” So, yes, “strong airflow” is 



good evidence for, as I call it, “a massive cave 
network.”  However, it’s a poor ‘proof’ for “all 
that imagined gold” bandied about by every 
mentally-blinded prospector-investor since the 
Geat Depression who STILL follow the 
shadows of footsteps beginning with Earl 
Dorr's verbal and written (unverified) 
STORIES... and LIES.  

Simply considering HOW the physical 
limestone strata dips down from the location at 
the present breathing-hole drill site, the 
MAJOR portion of such a massive cave 
network WILL necessarily BE UNDER the 
Mojave National Preserve boundary line in 
about 500 feet.  (LOL - - just try mining in a 
cave that shares the SAME water and air 
managed by the PArk Service! ) - - and don't 
forget, Earl Dorr indicated “ALL the gold is 
UNDER the limestone” purportedly some 
1,800 feet below in the GRANITE. And, unless 
such a SHALLOW cave is profitably 
mineralized, the Federal Cave Protection Act 
WILL kick in to preserve a “Federally 
protected natural resource.”  If anyone is tellin’ 



you otherwise it’s pure B.S.  So, most of 
anything being done to “get a person into an 
IMAGINED big-money, gold-drenched cave” 
works against the development of REAL 
mineral potential$ (return on investment) for 
Kokoweef Peak’s mineral sulfide indications. 
There is no such thing as mining claims that 
confer exclusive and immediate rights to 
butcher any new CAVES that are OFF the 
leased PRIVATE PROPERTY at Kokoweef.     

Read the Federal Cave Protection Act of 1988 - - ( Bill 
Clinton signed this one ) 

www.caves.org/committee/conservation/www/
c_imax/articles/federalcaveprotectionact.htm  

Living well is ALL about the information YOU 
perceive, HOW & WHY it is selectively (or 
sloppily) presented to YOU, what YOU are not 
allowed to find out through ACCURATE 
investigating and reporting, how YOU 
emotionally & mentally process it and, thereby, 
can KNOW as being the actual, living 
“breathing” truth.  One thing is certain: Lies, or 



plain “not-facts,” are NOT the truth.  Which do 
you want to be finding & following?  

So, again.... I’m still wondering, just how 
long will the two “reportedly” historical 
photos #3 & #4 “of Kokoweef Cavern” 
remain to be used as false 
facts for emotionally promoting the B.S.-
riddled Kokoweef legend?  Those photos 
are now just more ‘evidence’ for miss-
placed imaginations “blowin’-in-the-wind” at 
www.kokoweefinc.com.  Please have them 
removed.  Thank you. 

If any readers here have other questions about 
the Earl Dorr / Kokoweef legend, you are 
welcome to ask Ralph at his email address: 

Ralph-
Lewis@kokoweef.com 

And remember, YOU all ways can look for 
the TRUTH at www.Kokoweef.com ! 

                        That's why some folks find 
this website sooooo “inconveniently 



annoying” and seek to have it totally 
suppressed.  I'm wondering, “ Why is that 
so? ”  All I can say about that is, 

“ GO POUND BLACK SAND.”    LOL !!!    

 

Cheery OH !!! 

Ralph Lewis  ...  Shareholder & TRUTHseeker 

- - - - 

 

 

 
 


